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your own or with a trained professional. All of those emotions are 
good things. Your positive feelings are pointing you towards your 
happiness, and the negative ones are showing you areas in your life 
to work on. They are all helping you learn more about yourself, 
and the more you can learn about yourself the better.

Personally, I have found that the more I know about myself, 
the more I learn to accept myself. The more I accept myself, the 
more I am able to accept others as they are. As you learn to become 
more accepting individuals, others can learn and grow from your 
example. Our inner peace will start to spread. 

My intentions with this book are that you will...
•	 Obtain	peace	of	mind	knowing	 that	 there	 are	ALWAYS	

solutions to your problems and ways to attain your true 
desires.

•	 Gain	confidence	knowing	that	there	is	more	than	one	solu-
tion to whatever situation you want to solve or change. 

•	 Know	 a	 step	by	 step	 approach	 that	 you	 can	use	 so	 you	
don’t have to rely on other people to solve your problems 
for you. 

•	 Go	out	into	the	world	with	more	confidence	and	with	a	
feeling of worthiness, knowing that you are deserving and 
capable of making your desires and dreams a reality.

•	 Find	the	inner	peace	(and	happiness)	that	comes	with	the	
confidence of a peaceful mind; and thereby create more 
inner peace and happiness in the world.

Best wishes on your journey,
Kristin

P.S. All names have been changed so that I don’t break any implied 
confidentialities or hear any crap from anyone. 

“Be the change you want to see in the world.”
- Gandhi

Notes from the Author
Becoming a problem solver is one of the most empowering 

things you can do for yourself.  I applaud you for taking such a 
powerful step in your life, and thank you for giving me the oppor-
tunity to share in your journey. Unscribbling is a process, but please 
rest assured that no matter what your typical approach to problem 
solving has been in the past – whether you are the list-and-goals 
type or the spiritual type – the methodology and the layout of the 
book will be approachable for all types of personalities.

Although this book is about problem solving, I want to stress 
that I am in no way encouraging you to focus on your problems. 
Quite the contrary – by teaching you how to problem solve, I am 
encouraging you to focus on your intended results and create the 
life that you desire.

But before we go any further, I feel I must warn you that I once 
took a personality profile and part of it said: “She is usually polite 
but may sometimes be too frank, thereby leaving an aggressive 
impression.” Being a “no-bull” type of person has definitely gotten 
me into trouble on more than one occasion. I try to be mindful of 
this in my personal interactions. However, since this book is not 
directed at any one person, I figure I can be as frank as I want to be 
here. So if you are up for a straightforward discussion on learning 
how to confront life’s challenges and make your dreams and desires 
come true through the art of problem solving, please read on! If 
not… umm, maybe give this book to someone else. Either way, 
please consider yourself warned. 

Also, I must clarify that although this book will delve into some 
armchair psychology at times, please note that I am not a trained 
psychologist; I am a trained designer who uses problem-solving 
skills every day. I have seen the principles outlined in this book 
work both personally and professionally, and I am hoping to pass 
them on to you here. 

As you find your true desires and work to fulfill them, many 
emotions and feelings may come to the surface. I encourage you 
to use your emotions as a tool. If you have strong feelings of joy, 
anger, sadness, etc., explore that area of your life more – either on 
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The Extras
Throughout the book you will find QR tags that link to various 
“Extras.” To access the extras you can use either the QR tag or 
the link provided. Both will bring you to the extra located on 
the http://www.unscribbling.com website. (Tag reader can be 
downloaded from http://gettag.mobi)

Two types of extras are included:

1. Miscellaneous Extras
These include downloadable worksheets, links to more infor-
mation, musings, and a few random fun things. These extras 
appear like this:

Extras
To see the entire list of extras, go to:  
http://bit.ly/UExtras

  

2. The Spiritual Side Notes
Although I am a spiritual person, I am going to try to keep 
spirituality out of this book as much as possible. But, for the 
more spiritually minded among you, throughout the book you 
will find links to various “Spiritual Side Notes.” The spiritual 
side notes will be distinguished from other “extras” with lines 
around the QR code and link, as shown below. All spiritual side 
notes can also be found at: http://bit.ly/SSN-list

SSN- Intro to the Spiritual Side Notes
To read your first spiritual side note, zap the tag 
to the left, or go to:
http://bit.ly/SSN-Intro
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One more thing before you 
begin reading and  

unscribbling
We	learn	best	by	doing,	not	by	just	reading	how	to	do	some-

thing. Before you begin reading this book, please take a moment 
to write down three to five problems you would like to solve, or 
goals/desires that you would like to manifest in your life. You will 
use these “wants” to work through the unscribbling process as you 
go. Make them about you, not some beauty pageant answer like 
“world peace,” or anything like that. Then, below your goal, list 
your “but,” or what you feel is stopping you from obtaining your 
goal. As you progress you will unscribble things and get “butless,” 
but for now let’s add in your “buts” too.

Some examples we will be referring to throughout the book include:
•	 I	want	 to	own	my	own	home,	but	 I	don’t	have	 enough	

money.
•	 I	want	 to	be	 in	 a	 relationship,	but	 I	don’t	have	 time	 to	

date.
•	 I	want	a	job	that	pays	well,	but	I	would	have	to	go	back	to	

school to get one.
•	 I	want	to	lose	weight,	but	I	don’t	have	time	to	work	out.
•	 I	want	a	baby,	but	I	can’t	seem	to	get	pregnant.
•	 I	want	to	be	a	billionaire,	but	I	only	make	$35,000	a	year.

Other example goals to help inspire you include:
•	 I	want	to	become	a	best-selling	author.
•	 I	want	to	take	a	trip	to	Italy.
•	 I	want	to	get	my	pilot’s	license.
•	 I	want	to	go	back	to	school.
•	 I	want	to	raise	a	well-adjusted	child.
•	 I	want	to	be	famous.
•	 I	want	to	leave	my	marriage.
•	 I	want	to	plan	the	perfect	wedding.
•	 I	want	to	quit	my	job.
•	 I	want	to	get	a	better	paying	job.
•	 I	want	to	work	at	a	place	where	the	people	are	not	all	crazy.
•	 I	want	to	lose	weight.
•	 I	want	to	own	a	Ferrari.
•	 I	want	to	be	a	great	husband/wife.
•	 I	want	my	husband/wife	to	be	happy.
•	 I	want	to	move	to	a	big	city/the	country.
•	 I	want	to	make	a	difference	in	the	world.
•	 I	want	to	retire	in	five	years.
•	 I	want	to	get	laid.	(Yes,	I	did	just	list	that.	I	don’t	judge	

your wants, and neither should you. Be honest with your-
self as you write your list.)

•	 I	want	to	learn	to	paint.
•	 I	want	to	stop	smoking.
•	 I	want	to	become	a	______.
•	 I	want	to	have	my	own	business.
•	 I	want	to	learn	how	to	cook.

If	you	are	not	sure	what	you	want,	that’s	okay!	Keep	reading,	
you might be able to find your wants in your frustrations (more on 
that later)....
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Unscribbling Exercise 1
1.	I	want	_________________________________________

	 but		_________________________________________

2.	I	want	_________________________________________

	 but		_________________________________________

3.	I	want		_________________________________________

	 but		_________________________________________

4.	I	want		_________________________________________

	 but		_________________________________________

5.	I	want		_________________________________________

	 but		_________________________________________

You can use the process in this book to tackle any problem you are 
facing, whether it be work or personal. You don’t HAVE to come 
up with a list of things you would like to deal with – but it sure 
does help you learn and relate to the process. So I highly recom-
mend that you “play along at home” with your personal list.
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Introduction

In life, you can either become a victim of your circumstances 
and spend your life bitching, moaning and beating your head 
against roadblocks, or you can empower yourself. You can settle for 
where you are in life, or you can learn how to get past roadblocks 
and make your life all that you desire it to be. 

This book will give you steps to help you find your true desires, 
explore ways to fulfill your desires, and create an actionable plan 
toward fulfilling your desires. It does this by demonstrating key 
problem solving strategies I have learned, and sharing observations 
that I have made over the years. The strategies and observations 
have helped me to “unscribble” problems in all areas of my life and 
develop what I call a “problem solving consciousness.” 

By developing a problem solving consciousness and knowing 
this process, I find that no matter what problems, roadblocks or 
detours show up in my life, they are in no way debilitating. They 
aren’t, because I know that every situation in life that might stop 
me from progressing can be taken care of with some basic problem 
solving skills. Unfortunately, these are skills that are rarely taught 
in schools or at home. You may be taught how to solve “a” partic-
ular problem, but you probably have not been taught how to solve 
ANY problem that comes your way. The techniques in this book 
can be applied to any problem – big or small.

Although being able to solve your problems and fulfill your 
dreams is great, I have found that the biggest benefit of developing 
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a problem solving consciousness is that you are free to thoroughly 
immerse yourself in the present moment, enjoy the flow of life, and 
find a peace of mind that comes with the confidence of a peaceful 
mind.

Now, don’t get me wrong. By being peaceful and present in 
the moment, I am not suggesting that you spend the rest of your 
life meditating (unless you really desire to do that). Meditation is 
good –great, actually – but unless you are hooked up to an IV and 
a waste disposal system, there will be limits to how long you can 
do that. Even then, our bodies were meant to move. If you have 
the ability to move and do not take advantage of that, I feel you 
would be wasting a precious gift. The unscribbling process I am 
suggesting is a way to find some inner peace as you move about in 
the real world.

You will create a mental (and/or spiritual) state of being that 
allows you to stay calm and peaceful when faced with life’s highs 
and lows. You can find that calm state of being in the real world 
by empowering yourself with the skills to solve whatever problems 
come your way. 

For	when	you	know	how	to	solve	problems,	you	are	equipped	
with	the	ability	to	realize	all	of	your	true	desires.	Knowing	that	you	
are capable of making your desires come true makes the present 
so much more enjoyable. Instead of being frustrated that you 
cannot meet a certain goal or that you’re not “there” yet, you can 
feel content knowing that if you truly desire it, there IS a way to 
achieve your desire. You can unscribble whatever you are facing! 
You just need the skills and the drive to do it. Then, it is just a 
matter of time before your desires are realized.

With	unscribbling,	life	will	become	like	reading	good	fiction	–	
always wanting to know what happens at the end of the book, yet 
at the same time, when the story is really good, not wanting the 
book to end because you are enjoying the journey and the story so 
much. Similarly, you end up loving the present moment in your 
life, just as it is, as much as loving the moment when your desires 
are met.

The journey becomes all the more important if your desires 
change	along	the	way.	Which	is	often	the	case	with	new	knowledge	

and clarity about the solutions you are pursuing.

“If you want to meet someone who can fix any situation you don’t 
like, who can bring you happiness in spite of what other people say or 

believe, look in the mirror, and say this magic word: Hello!”
– Richard Bach

Takeaway: Unscribbling is a problem solving process that 
empowers you with the ability to tackle any problem that 
comes your way and to fulfill your dreams.

How is problem solving the key to  
fulfilling your dreams?

Problem solving is actually something that we all instinctively 
know	how	to	do.	We	can	easily	apply	problem	solving	in	an	emer-
gency, but when it comes to our everyday lives, for some reason, 
we don’t trust the process. As a result, we make life harder than it 
needs to be. 

If you go back to your instinctive problem solving skills, you 
can find the framework to solve any issue that is facing you, even 
the problem of, “How do I fulfill my dreams?”

Think	about	 it.	When	an	emergency	or	crisis	occurs,	 there	 is	
no time to form committees, gather our friends to discuss, or even 
worry and fret. In an emergency situation, you need to solve the 
problem and solve it as fast as you can. If you break down this 
emergency problem solving procedure, you get the model for how 
you can solve ANY problem that comes your way.

What	 happens	 when	 an	 emergency	 situation	 appears	 in	 our	
lives?

•	 First	you	BECOME	AWARE	of	the	problem:	There	is	a	
strange man trying to get into the house uninvited.
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•	 You	declare	or	INTEND	the	state	you	desire	to	be	in:	To	
feel safe and not have a strange man come into the house.

•	 You	BRAINSTORM	solutions:	I	could	pick	up	that	base-
ball bat, or I could call the cops, or I could start screaming 
at him, or I could...

•	 You	DECIDE,	ACT	and	EXPLORE	the	best	option(s)	to	
pursue: I’ll grab the bat and call the police. If that doesn’t 
work, I’ll start screaming and run out the back door.

•	 Then	once	the	problem	is	solved,	you	THANK:	the	cops,	
your daughter for leaving her bat on the stairs, God, the 
Universe or whomever you believe in, and hopefully your-
self too for getting through it.

During an emergency, as you ACT and you also stay OPEN. 
Open to alternative ways to get to your desired end state. Nothing 
stops you. If the phone lines don’t work, you grab your cell phone, 
if the cell phone is dead, you open a window and start shouting. 
No matter what happens you keep pursuing your desired end state. 
You try option after option until something finally works and you 
have relief. And, if the police happen to be driving by before you 
call them, do you send them away so that you can follow the path 
you laid out for yourself? No! You get out of the way so this better 
solution can be allowed to happen. You are always staying open to 
better, faster, easier solutions.

This same procedure can be applied to ANY problem, and also 
toward improving, creating and living the life of your dreams.

1.	BECOME	AWARE	
 You first notice a problem or area of your life you would 

like to improve. 

2. INTEND
 You see what you truly desire and set your intention 

towards fulfilling that desire.

3.	BRAINSTORM
 You brainstorm solutions to achieve your desired end 

state.

4. DECIDE
 You choose a solution that you feel is the best.

5.	ACT	and	EXPLORE
 You take action and explore a path that will lead you to 

your desire. (You do all of this while staying open to other, 
possibly better, solutions.)

Then, when you solve the problem you...

6.	THANK
 You give gratitude for the results, and for any and all that 

helped you to get there. (Perhaps it’s even your Oscar 
acceptance speech. Now who hasn’t rehearsed that in their 
minds?)

This	 is	 the	basic	UNSCRIBBLING	process.	 I	call	 it	unscrib-
bling, because out of apparent chaos you can find order. Out of 
a scribble (desire) on a napkin, you can create reality. You can 
unscribble any problem you are facing, or achieve any desire you 
set your mind’s eye on. You instinctively know how to do this. You 
just need to become consciously aware of the steps.

Sounds	simple,	doesn’t	it?	Well,	it	can	be	when	you	learn	and	
apply the process to your life. Those who apply the process will 
find	they	are	living	a	life	fulfilled.	For	whenever	you	are	working	
towards your passion, your purpose, or your desires, you are living 
in a blissful state. It’s not necessarily about achieving the end state 
(which you will); it’s about enjoying the journey as you travel 
toward your desires. 
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“Everyone has to learn to think differently, bigger, 
to be open to possibilities.”

- Oprah Winfrey 

Takeaway: Once you learn to consciously solve your problems, 
you will be unstoppable. You will be able to reach all of your 
true desires.  

• 21 •

Step 1 Become aware

Before you transform, and before ANY unscribbling can occur, 
you must first become aware of the problem you are trying to solve. 
Seems obvious, but I have found that it really isn’t. You need to 
look	deeper	than	what	is	apparent	to	get	at	what	you’re	REALLY	
trying to accomplish. You need to look beyond your wants, strug-
gles,	problems	and	goals	to	find	your	true	desire.	For	at	the	heart	of	
every problem there is an underlying desire. 

What is the point of identifying your 
desires anyway? 

Well,	 when	 you’re	 living	 with	 fulfilled	 desires	 or	 confidently	
working towards the fulfillment of your desires – that’s when you 
are HAPPY!!

They	say	you	should,	“follow	your	bliss!”	Well,	I	say	follow	your	
desire and that is when you will find bliss. It’s when you can’t figure 
out what your desires are, or how to reach them, that you feel frus-
trated and unhappy.

In this section you will work to become aware of your true 
desires (or your bliss). Later, we will look at options to fulfill those 
desires.	First,	we	need	to	find	your	true	desire.	
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Searching for your desires
Sometimes we go through life unaware that there’s anything we 

need to unscribble. People say “ignorance is bliss.” I would beg to 
differ. If you don’t deal with problems when they are small, they’re 
bound to mushroom into big problems that you can’t ignore, and 
those are harder to solve. If you deal with problems when they are 
small, you can get to your desired end state faster.

My guess is that on some level you are aware that you either 
have a problem you’re not addressing, or you have a desire that you 
are not sure how to attain. Ignoring either is not going to make 
them go away, and it will keep you from your happiness. 

So the first step in finding happiness through a problem solving 
consciousness is becoming aware that there is something in your 
life you want to change so that you can clearly define what you do 
desire your life to be like. 

There are two places you can look to become aware of what you 
want to unscribble:

1. Your struggles/complaints
2.	Your	wants/goals	(Which	you	previously	listed	in	Exer.	1.)

In Step 1, we’ll explore how to find the desires behind our wants 
and struggles – to become aware of the core of the problem you are 
trying to solve. 

To me, finding the desire behind our wants and struggles is the 
biggest	key	to	finding	happiness	through	problem	solving.	For	that	
reason, this section will be the longest, and the most emotional for 
some readers. The rest is easy problem solving skills. This first step 
of becoming aware of your actual desire – this is the tricky part! 
Don’t	worry.	We	will	unscribble	this	together.

Let’s start to look for your desires by examining how…

Struggles are here to help
Most people do not welcome struggles or problems in their 

lives. But problems, struggles and new desires nagging at you are 
natural to your personal development and evolution. Those frus-

trating feelings are actually here to help you; they are clues telling 
you	 to	make	 adjustments	 in	what	 you’re	doing.	When	you	 look	
at struggles this way, your frustrations stop feeling like something 
that is stopping you, and merely become emotional clues leading 
you to make adjustments in your life. 

Just as your body sends pain and discomfort signals to compel 
an adjustment in your physical condition, your emotions are signals 
that tell you to make adjustments in your life. My bladder sends me 
discomfort and I know its time to “make an adjustment” and use 
the restroom. My back sends me pain and I know I need to stretch 
or maybe even go to the chiropractor to get a major readjustment. 
We	listen	to	our	physical	bodies,	but	we	need	to	remember	to	listen	
to our emotional bodies too. 

When	you	start	to	feel	your	gut	turn	and	you	hear	those	nagging	
voices in your head saying: “I’m frustrated! This does not feel right! 
I’m not happy!” these feelings are signals from your internal guid-
ance system. These negative feelings are telling you to make an 
adjustment in your life. Once the adjustment is made and you’ve 
adjusted your course, you will feel better.

When	you	choose	to	see	your	struggles	as	a	signal,	frustrations	
and problems become opportunities in disguise; clues to make 
adjustments and take your life in a new direction. That can be 
exciting!

When	you	feel	yourself	become	frustrated,	ask	yourself,	“What	
is	it	I	DO	want?”	When	you	identify	the	“want,”	you	bring	your-
self one step closer to identifying your true desires. 

“Your life does not get better by chance, it gets better by change.”
–Jim Rohn

Takeaway: Struggles, or negative feelings, are clues from your 
internal emotional guidance system encouraging you to make 
an adjustment.
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SSN– Your Emotions Are Communication 
http://bit.ly/SSN-Emotions

 

SSN– Frustrations and struggles are here to 
help.
http://bit.ly/SSN-StrugglesHelp

Let’s look at your frustrations and struggle to try to get closer to 
some of your desires… 

Unscribbling Exercise 2:
List areas of your life where you are struggling or feel frustrated. 

Then	ask	yourself,	“What	do	I	WANT	that	area	of	my	life	to	look	
like?”

1. I am frustrated with                                                                  
                                                                                                

 I want                                                                               

2. I am frustrated with                                                                  
                                                                                                

 I want                                                                               

3. I am frustrated with                                                                  
                                                                                                

 I want                                                                               

4. I am frustrated with                                                                  
                                                                                                

 I want                                                                               

5. I am frustrated with                                                                  
                                                                                                

 I want                                                                               

From	your	wants,	you	will	figure	out	your	true	desires...
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Setting goals versus pursuing your desires
I need to clarify something here. This is NOT a goal setting 

book. However, investigating your goals and wants can help you 
unlock the secret of what your true desires are by looking at their 
essence.  So let’s explore the idea of wants and goals versus your 
desires.

So, what is the difference between goals (or wants) and desires? 
Well,	goals	&	wants	tend	to	be	specific	solutions	or	benchmarks	–	
rigid, unchanging and tangible. Something like: 

•	 I	want	to	be	promoted	to	manager	by	the	time	I	am	35.
•	 I	want	to	be	married	by	the	time	I	am	28.
•	 I	want	to	own	my	own	home.
•	 I	want	kids	of	my	own.
•	 I	want	to	retire	by	the	time	I	am	62.
•	 I	want	to	be	a	billionaire.

But....	What	happens	if	you	are	unable	accomplish	them	in	the	
timeline that you thought you should, or if they don’t work out at 
all?

Life is fluid, unpredictable and constantly changing. The 
rigidity of goals can send you into a tailspin if, say, your fiancé 
dumps you at age 27, or a parent becomes ill and you need to 
financially support them, or you are unable to conceive a child, 
or the economy crashes and your retirement investments take a 
plunge. 

Technically, you might still be able to meet your goals, but is 
that going to be what is best for you? You might be able to rustle 
up someone and still get married by the time you’re 28, but is he or 
she going to be the right person for you? You might still be able to 
retire, but will it be the kind of retirement you enjoy?

If life throws you a curve ball (as it often does), what happens 
to your goals? Do you throw them out the window? Push back the 
timeline? Get angry with God, because God has not answered your 
prayers?	Play	the	victim?	Dive	into	that	pity	party?	What	happens	
when you can’t solve the problems you are facing or meet your 
goals? 

You want to be married, you want to make more money, you 
want	life	to	be	easier,	etc.	When	you	have	the	want,	and	no	way	to	
meet it, it’s natural to feel frustrated. Once we feel that frustration, 
we	tend	shut	down.	We	end	up	doing	nothing,	or	we	bitch	and	
moan	to	our	friends	about	how	rough	we	have	it.	We	focus	on	our	
lack and on the problem, not on the solution and the good that is 
present; thereby getting us nowhere. 

All in all, goals are not bad. It’s when we get stuck on them 
and lose sight of the desire behind them when goals start to do 
us a disservice. The good news is that behind each of your goals 
and wants is a hidden desire – the underlying wish or longing that 
brought it into being.

Instead of rigid goals, look at the desires behind the goals/wants. 
Like:

•	 I	desire	to	have	a	career	that	uses	my	gifts	and	compensates	
me fairly.

•	 I	desire	a	loving	companion	in	my	life.
•	 I	desire	to	be	financially	prepared	for	my	future.
•	 I	desire	to	love	and	be	caring	towards	another.

It is not just a matter of changing the word “want” to “desire.” 
It’s about finding the true desire behind the want.

Think	about	your	goals/wants	and	desires	as	if	you	WANT	to	
book	a	flight	from	New	York	to	San	Francisco,	but	the	airlines	are	
grounded due to bad weather. So you end up taking a train. Along 
the way, the train breaks down in Chicago. So you end up jumping 
on a bus. But there is a whole section of I–80 that is torn up, and 
you end up taking I–70 instead. However, the bus driver will not 
go past Las Vegas (something about bad mojo and he doesn’t want 
to risk his luck on the tables). Since they can’t get another driver in 
for two days, you end up renting a car to drive the rest of the way. 
You	WANTED	to	 take	a	flight	 to	San	Francisco,	but	when	that	
did not work out, you did not lose sight of your true desire – to 
get	to	San	Francisco.	You	had	to	use	alternate	routes	than	you	had	
planned, and you might have gotten there on a different timeline, 
but ultimately you still got there.
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In	this	scenario,	your	goal/want	was	to	take	a	FLIGHT	to	San	
Francisco.	The	true	desire	behind	it	would	be	to	get	to	San	Fran-
cisco.

Once you know your true desire, it opens up a world of possibil-
ities. If it is your true desire, there will be no roadblocks to accom-
plishing it; perhaps a few detours and paths that seem surprising, 
but never a complete dead end. You won’t let there be a dead end 
because you know that there is always more than one way to fulfill 
your desires! 

“When a child screams, ‘I want my doll!’ is it the doll, or love and 
comfort they are looking for?”

– Anonymous

Takeaways: Wants/goals are just some solutions that can help 
you meet your true desires. 

Goals are rigid benchmarks, desires are helping to guide you to 
your happiness. 

SSN– Focus on Your Desire, NOT Your Prob-
lem
http://bit.ly/SSN-LOA

So don’t strive for achievements?
Definitely	strive!	Just	know	what	you	are	REALLY	striving	for	

and stay flexible on how you get there. I am not saying to not get 
married, work towards a promotion or have kids. Just look at what 
you	REALLY	want	and	don’t	keep	yourself	locked	on	only	one	way	
to accomplish it. Marriage, kids and new jobs are all great solutions 

to your desires, but there are many other solutions that might work 
too. Opening yourself to those possibilities will make life a heck of 
a lot less stressful and more interesting.

For	instance,	I	never	set	a	goal	to	“get	married.”	I	did,	however,	
desire a mutually supportive loving relationship. If that someone 
happened to be someone I enjoyed making out with – all the better! 
Because of this, I have always had supportive loving companions 
in my life; sometimes just as friends, sometimes I could smooch on 
them too. 

Then I found this guy who was a supportive loving companion, 
fun to be around, pretty darn cute and a good kisser to boot! After 
awhile, it became clear that we desired to make this a permanent 
relationship. ONE way to do this was to get married. There are 
other ways, too. But we decided that marriage was the way that 
best fit us. 

When	we	decided	to	get	married,	we	had	to	start	planning	the	
wedding.	We	wanted	 the	wedding	 to	be	on	 the	beach.	That	did	
not work out. I wanted my friend to be my “best woman.” She 
declined, as she said she would be too pregnant to stand up during 
the ceremony. I wanted a solid wedding ring about .5 inches wide. 
Turns out my hands are too clammy to wear a ring like that. Tried 
it. On me, a wide ring was like wearing a wet band–aid all the time 
– yuck! Once upon a time I wanted a different man up there with 
me. Thank God that didn’t work out. (No offense to the guy(s).)

What	I	got	instead	was	a	wedding	in	a	gorgeous	mountain	area	
with rolling hills; my sister as my “best woman” (who was amazing 
and I was able to bond with on an even deeper level than before); 
the help and presence of my pregnant friend anyway; a super cool 
artsy ring; and a guy so great for me that I count my blessings for 
him every day.

For	every	part	of	our	wedding,	nothing	was	what	we	originally	
thought we “wanted.” Instead, it turned out that everything was 
beyond perfect, because our true desires had been met. 

It was perfect because we stayed open to our true desires. 

My true desire initially being:
•	To	find	a	great	companion	for	myself.
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 Then, once we decided to get married, our desires were:
•	To	find	a	way	to	do	that	in	the	presence	of	the	people	we	

love.
•	To	celebrate	our	marriage	in	a	way	that	fit	our	personalities.
•	To	have	a	great	time.	

All	of	our	true	desires	had	been	met!	We	had	a	fabulous	time,	
and I could not stop smiling the whole day!

If I had held on to what I thought I “wanted,” and tried to 
problem solve and make them happen, I would have been miser-
able	and	disappointed.	(Know	any	Bridezillas?)	By	not	diving	into	
a pity party every time something happened differently then what 
I had wanted, staying open to other solutions, keeping my/our 
desires in mind, and trusting that things would work out, more 
perfect answers arrived. By keeping my true desires in mind, every-
thing turned out to be fabulous. 

So, as life gives you lemons when you thought you wanted 
oranges – go with it. It might be leading you to something 
wonderful! Like lemonade, or lemon sherbet, or limoncello, or 
lemon meringue pie, or a new lemonade selling business, or... just 
think of the possibilities! Or go to www.epicurious.com. There you 
will find over 4,000 recipes that use lemons. I am sure you can find 
something good to do with them. 

Instead of lamenting those oranges you wanted but did not get, 
follow your true desires and stay open to the new blessings and 
opportunities. Dream of the all the possibilities, but wish for “that 
–	or	something	BETTER!”	You	will	be	astonished	at	what	comes	
into your life.

“You can’t always get what you want... but you get what you need...”
–Rolling Stones

Takeaways: As you work toward your desires in life, stay open 
to other solutions that might fulfill them. 

Instead of resisting the situation that is, embrace it and move 
toward your true desire from whatever point you are at.

OR… 

As Mark Twain wrote, “There is more then one way to skin a 
cat.” Just make sure “skinning a cat” is what you really desire to 
do. (Who would want to skin a cat?)

When life gives you lemons, don’t cry about it; lemons might be 
leading you to something more wonderful then you ever imag-
ined! 

EXTRA: Why do I embrace desires?
http://bit.ly/Extra-Desires

  

EXTRA: Why not just set a goal and go for 
it?
http://bit.ly/Extras-NotGoals
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Finding your desires through  
“problem seeking”

Now that you have identified some of your wants, you 
can become aware of your true desires through a process called 
“problem seeking.” Problem seeking is all about getting to the 
heart	of	a	problem	BEFORE	you	even	think	about	trying	to	solve	
the problem. So let’s “problem seek” your way to the heart of your 
wants and identify your true desires. 

What is “problem seeking”?
I was first introduced to this concept in college. Part of the 

recommended reading for the Environmental Design class at 
University	of	Wisconsin–Green	Bay	was	the	book	Problem	Seeking	
by	William	M.	Peña	and	Steven	A.	Parshall	from	the	architectural	
firm	HOK	(Hellmuth,	Obato	and	Kassabaum).	The	book’s	inten-
tion was to aid architects in communicating with their clients in 
the pre–design phase. 

The book outlines a method of discovering the true goals and 
desires for the buildings they were designing before they started 
designing	what	it	would	look	like.	Peña	and	Parshall’s	method	first	
examined a “problem” and then identified the root of what they 
were really trying to accomplish with the building. Only after the 
core problems and desires were discovered do they start looking for 
solutions.

I admit, grasping this concept of looking behind the problem 
was difficult, but when I saw how problem seeking works, my life 
was changed. This concept has since shaped the way I do just about 
everything – especially the way I conduct my design business. In 
my design business, I am constantly searching for my client’s true 
objectives, then brainstorming ways to solve what they are really 
trying to accomplish with their website, brochure, logo, etc. 

For	instance,	a	client	once	requested	that	I	create	a	giant	hand	
pointing	to	a	feature	on	their	website.	Knowing	that	they	had	an	
upscale clientèle, my design taste buds puckered. After the initial 

disgust and shock wore off, we talked and concluded that what he 
really	wanted	was	to	draw	attention	to	the	offer.	Whew!	There	were	
a lot of ways we could do that: highlight it, use a contrasting color, 
enlarge the type font, move it to a more prominent location, etc. 
Anything would have been better than that giant hand. By asking 
“why” he wanted that giant hand, we found the desire or “heart of 
the problem,” then found a better solution. 

(P.S.	The	questions:	 “Why”	and	“Why	not?”	are	 some	of	 the	
most powerful questions you can ask. See the link at the end of this 
chapter for more on this.)

In college, we applied the techniques from the Problem Seeking 
book when our class was designing initial concepts for an art center 
for	the	Sovereign	Oneida	Nation	of	Wisconsin.	One	of	the	things	
we thought we wanted in the building was an art gallery. Makes 
sense,	since	it	was	an	art	center.	We	could	have	just	added	in	a	stan-
dard gallery to some corner of the building, perhaps off the lobby, 
called it done and gone for a beer at the campus pub. But problem 
seeking forced us to think about the true purpose of a gallery a little 
bit	more.	We	had	to	take	a	step	back,	look	at	the	true	objectives	of	
an art gallery, and then we were able to go forward with multiple 
solutions. 

To	go	one	step	back,	we	asked	ourselves:	“Why	do	we	need	an	
art	 gallery?	What	 exactly	 is	 the	 purpose	 of	 an	 art	 gallery?	What	
do we desire to accomplish with this?” The answer was, “to have 
a way to safely display art.” So we did not necessarily need an “art 
gallery,” but a way to safely display art. After we got to the true 
heart of what we wanted, or our true desire, then we could start to 
brainstorm possible solutions. An art gallery was only one solution 
to the problem. 

The answer I liked best was to have art on display in all of the 
hallways throughout the new art center – perhaps behind protec-
tive glass if needed. By having the art throughout the facility, we 
were mirroring how the Oneida incorporated art in all aspects 
of their lives. The whole building would then become a gallery 
with	art	integrated	everywhere.	We	might	not	have	gotten	to	that	
scenario unless we took a step back and looked at the true problem 
or desire before solving for it.
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Once you open yourself up to the notion of getting to the 
heart of an issue, that original want or “goal” usually becomes just 
one solution of many. As with my client, the hand pointing to 
the feature was one solution of many possibilities. As with the art 
center, a gallery was one solution for how to display art.

So, before you do any problem solving, or pursuing your desires, 
begin by becoming aware of the heart of the problem or desire. 
Seek the true problem by looking beyond the goal and find the true 
desire of what you want. 

“Problem solving is a valid approach to design if indeed the design 
solution responds to the client’s design problem. Only after a thorough 

search for pertinent information can the client’s design problem be 
defined or stated. ‘Seek and you shall define!’ “

–From Problem Seeking by William M. Peña and Steven A. Parshall

As you look for your desires, your want may change from:
I want to get a job.
to
I desire to create a stream of income for myself.
I desire to put my talents to use.
I desire to use part of my day interacting with others.

Takeaway: Finding the heart of your problem or desire opens 
up a world of possibilities to accomplish it.

EXTRA: The power of “Why?” and “Why 
not?”
http://bit.ly/Extra-Why

SSN– Wants Keep You Attached
http://bit.ly/SSN-Attached

“Rules” to keep in mind about 
identifying your desires

As you look for the desires behind your wants and problems, 
there are a few things you should keep in mind. Including:

Desire Rule #1 – Make your desires about 
YOU and how your desires affect YOUR life
Something to keep in mind as you look for your desires is that 

problem solving and seeking your desires is not about changing 
other people. You can lead by example, but you can only change 
yourself. 

You might tell whomever is bothering you that you don’t appre-
ciate a behavior of theirs and politely ask them to do something 
else, but you cannot force them to stop their behavior. You can, 
however: 

•	Change	how	you	relate	and	react	to	their	behavior.	
•	Change	the	amount	of	contact	you	have	with	them.	
•	 Change	 your	 attitude	 about	 the	 situation.	 (See	 Part	 2,	

Chapter 7 – “Change Your Attitude.”) 

Unless you are the parent and the person in question is a minor, 
it is not your job to change or even guide another unless they have 
requested it. (Unsolicited guidance from parents is even debatable 
at times. Ask yourself if you are guiding your child to be the best 
person they can be, or to merely act in a manner that pleases you.)

If you have not been asked to guide another, I would even go 
one step further and say it also means not to even “pray that they 
become	a	better	person.”	For	how	do	you	know	that	they	are	wrong	
and you are right? After all, do you pray for the homosexual, or for 
the homophobic? It will all depend on your perspective. 
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“You may give them your love but not your thoughts, 
For they have their own thoughts...

You may strive to be like them, 
but seek not to make them like you.”

– The Prophet, by Kahlil Gibran

Keeping	this	in	mind,	your	want	may	change	from:
I want to make my child a better person.
to
I desire my child to cultivate their uniqueness.

Takeaway: Work to change ONLY yourself.

EXTRA: The “Golden Rule” is  Messed Up
http://bit.ly/Extra-GoldenRule

SSN– Work to Change ONLY Yourself
http://bit.ly/SSN-ONLYyou

What about when someone is harming some-
one else? Shouldn’t I do something about that?

If the person being harmed or doing the harming is asking for 
help, or is a minor or otherwise unable to act for themselves, of 
course, help them out in whatever way you can (keep your health 
and safety in mind). But if the person is not asking for help, they 
are probably not emotionally ready to change the situation (See the 

Part 2, Chapter 3 – “Playing it ‘safe’ and staying in your problem”). 
When	one	has	suffered	enough,	one	will	work	to	change	their	situ-
ation. They may need help once they make up their mind, but 
until	they	identify	THEIR	desire	to	create	a	different	situation,	the	
change won’t stick.

Domestic violence is a sad, but glaringly true example of this. 
I was once in a relationship with an emotionally controlling man. 
Emotionally controlling people are so subtle and stealthy about it 
you can be up to your eyeballs in love with a complete ass before 
you know it. They work very insidiously to make you think that 
you need to change to make them happy.

I kept trying to change myself to make my boyfriend happy (to 
change him). I did everything to reassure him that I loved him and 
there was no need to be insecure. It was never enough. There finally 
came a moment when I had enough. Once I had enough of dealing 
with his insecurities and changing myself to try to change and reas-
sure him, I stopped. I then started focusing on being whole, happy, 
healthy and vivacious again. I knew I loved him. I had to stop 
trying to change his mind that it was true. I had to stop trying 
to change his feelings. I started to make my desires about me and 
worked to make myself the best person I could be. My letting my 
light shine and letting others see it too, was not something he could 
handle, and he left my life. 

Along the way, no matter how many people tried to help, 
encourage me to leave, or make the situation better, THEY could 
not change ME. It was not until I desired the change strongly 
enough and gave myself permission to “write him off” if necessary 
that change was possible.  

I’m	not	saying	not	to	give	advice	to	a	friend.	For	you	never	know	
what advice is going to help. So give advice when asked. But, let 
that friend live the way they choose until they clearly desire some-
thing different. DON’T try to change another. They will change if 
and when they want to.

For	me,	the	light	bulb	switched	on	when	I	heard	that	one	of	my	
boyfriend’s	friends	said,	“Why	is	she	putting	up	with	it?”	Wow!	If	
his friend could say that, then maybe this wasn’t “normal” and I 
should not try to hold on to something that felt so wrong. 
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“Maybe they should have suffered a little MORE. Maybe they ought 
to touch rock bottom and say, ‘I am sick of it all.’ It’s only when you’re 

sick of your sickness that you’ll get out of it. Most people go to a 
 psychiatrist or psychologist to get relief. I repeat; to get relief. 

 Not to get out of it.”
– Awareness, by Anthony de Millo

By NOT trying to change another, your desire:
I want to make my husband happy.
may be changed to:
I desire to be happy. 
I desire to be healthy.
I desire to express myself as I deem appropriate.
I desire to love my partner.
I desire a mutually supportive relationship with my spouse.
I desire to be the best person I can be.

Takeaway: A person’s desire to change must come from him/
herself, not from you.

EXTRA: Writing some people off
http://bit.ly/Extra-WriteOff

  

SSN– Another’s desire to change, must come 
from them, but…
http://bit.ly/SSN-Anothers

 

Side Note: Interventions, good or bad?
This is an issue that rips at my heartstrings. My close friend 

Sophia’s dad is an alcoholic. He is slowly killing himself with 
alcohol. Most nights he drinks to the point where he passes 
out at the kitchen table and spends the night there... unless 
he falls on the floor and sleeps it off there instead. My logical 
mind says, “until he wants help, there is nothing they can 
do.” My heart says, “they can commit him to a treatment 
program against his will with only three signatures and proof 
he is a danger to himself or others. It’s the best thing for 
him.” 

Interventions are like giving advice: I encourage you to 
do it even if the person might not listen. Sometimes you have 
to do it for your own peace of mind. You have to know that 
you said your peace. You tried. 

You could say, “You are killing yourself. I want you to be 
healthy and happy. If you want to get sober, you are going to 
need help. One way you can do that is by checking yourself 
in	for	treatment.	We	are	here	for	you.	We	love	you.	We	all	
want to see you get healthy and happy and living life to the 
fullest.”	Know	that	 they	might	not	do	anything	with	your	
advice. No matter how heartfelt a speech you give them, 
they may choose their addiction over recovery. That is their 
choice.

But to commit someone against their will, or not, is the 
real question. I think this is something that can only be 
answered on a case-by-case basis and with lots of input and 
perspectives. This is a bigger issue than one person insisting 
that another change. 

Typically, it takes three people to commit someone. I 
respect and appreciate the fact that it takes three signatures 
to even start the process of committing someone. It has to be 
more than just one or two people who feel a need to inter-
vene in someone’s life in such a dramatic way. These check 
and balance systems for interventions are beyond value. 
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Therein lies the key as to when to take drastic actions: Do 
at least three people think he is a potential harm to himself or 
others? Are his doctors in agreement? Does the judge think 
there is enough evidence that this is necessary? It takes ALL 
of those people to decide if it is right to try to make a change 
in someone else’s life that they are not asking for. That is 
the process that should be used before trying to intervene in 
someone else’s life.

Takeaway: Intervention in another’s life is a drastic step 
and should not be the sole decision of one individual. 
If someone is a potential harm to themselves or others, 
follow the system of checks and balances to make sure 
interfering is the correct thing to do. 

sexual men over five years. He found the inci-
dence of cancer and other disease was three times 
higher among those who hid their sexuality. Other 
studies have found that to function at our best, 
with healthy immune systems, we need to feel 
authentic, true to ourselves – even if we risk the 
disapproval of our peers.”
 – David Servan–Schreiber
    Ode Magazine, Dec 2008

If you are gay and you believe that your desire is to meet 
someone of the opposite sex and settle down... honey, that is NOT 
going to work for you! It must, and can ONLY be your own true 
desire that you follow. Otherwise, even if a “desire” is met, you 
won’t be happy. There is no point in that! Not being yourself is like 
eating foods you hate. You may be able to choke them down, but 
is that really how you want to live? Do you want to “choke down” 
your life, or savor it?

“A musician must make music, an artist must paint, a poet must 
write, if they are to be ultimately at peace with themselves.  

What a man can be, he must be.”
–Abraham Maslow

 
Keeping	this	in	mind,	your	desire	may	change	from:
I desire to get married and have children.
to
I desire to be in a loving romantic relationship.
I desire to “fit in” with my peers.
I desire to create a life that I enjoy living .

Takeaway: Be YOURSELF and follow YOUR desires.

Who cares what your mother’s friends think?

Desire Rule #2 – Make sure you are pursuing 
YOUR desire, not someone else’s

In your search for your desires, it is vitally important to make 
sure	that	your	desires	are	YOUR	desires	and	not	those	of	someone	
else,	or	of	 society.	When	you	start	 to	pursue	desires	 that	are	not	
your own, things will go amuck. 

One	of	my	first	employers	out	of	college,	Karen	Raymore,	used	
to	humorously	say,	“You	have	to	be	who	you	is.”	When	you	are	not	
being your true self, you’re not going to be content or enjoy life. 
Plus it takes a TON more energy to be fake then genuine, so you 
might as well just be yourself.

“...Professor Steve Cole of the University of Cali-
fornia in Los Angeles proved our bodies benefit 
when we accept ourselves. He studied 200 homo-
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SSN – You can only be you
http://bit.ly/SSN-BeYou

I have a theory that perhaps instead of one pat reason for 
our existence, we are actually here to: 

	 •	fulfill	a	role	within	the	greater	whole	
	 •	grow	as	an	individual	through	our	experiences
	 •	enjoy	life	

Keeping	in	mind	that	we	may	be	here	to	fulfill	a	role	within	
the greater whole, we are created with specific natural abili-
ties.	Whether	these	abilities	are	“God	given,”	genetic,	envi-
ronmental or a product of chance, it does not matter. You got 
what	you	got,	now	deal	with	it.	Better	yet,	EMBRACE	IT!		

By embracing, developing and using our natural abilities, 
our “purpose in life” will be fulfilled. Hiding your gifts or 
forcing yourself to follow a path society deems more accept-
able goes against the nature of the universe and your true 
desires.

During one of the slow periods of my business, someone 
tried to encourage me to become a dental hygienist. Being 
concerned for my well being, she cited how hygienists, “make 
a lot of money and it’s steady work.” The “a lot of money and 
steady work” sounded appealing, but.... does she know me? 
My natural abilities are creativity and problem solving. How 
would that fit with being a dental hygienist? Perhaps I could 
reinvent a way to clean teeth. I might enjoy that, but – love 
the hygienists in the world – I could not in a million years 
do what they do and be happy. However, I am grateful for 
hygienists who express their natural abilities of being precise, 
thorough, caring and personable.

I say, stay within your budget or get a part time job if you 
have	to.	Be	responsible,	but	NEVER	give	up	on	your	natural	
gifts. 

You could argue that you can develop any ability, but let 
me ask you, would you enjoy that? Or do you enjoy life when 
you	feel	“in	the	zone”	while	doing	things?	When	you	feel	like	
you are truly being yourself, and when you are humming 
along at things you enjoy?

Side Note: So, who are you?  
Why are you here?  

What is the meaning of your life anyway?

Ah,	the	eternal	debate!	We	will	never	have	an	irrefutable	
answer, so let’s stop trying to get everyone to agree, and agree 
to disagree. Instead of arguing, let’s look to that sage wisdom, 
“Opinions are like assholes, everyone has one.” In that state-
ment we find a pearl of wisdom: your life’s meaning, your life’s 
purpose, who you are and what you stand for, is, and can be, 
whatever you decide it to be. 

Perhaps you embrace the views of your religion, perhaps 
you have the view that there is no meaning to life at all, or 
perhaps you have no idea what you think and your first desire 
is	to	know	the	meaning	for	your	life.	Whatever	works	for	you	
is the right answer. Like your desires, the meaning of your 
life may change as you and your life situations change. The 
purpose you attach to life at any given moment, and the way 
you define yourself can help guide you to discovering your 
true desires and how to fulfill them. I encourage you to explore 
what you feel is your purpose in life and who you uniquely 
are, as it will serve as an excellent guidance system as you face 
new challenges and desires in life.
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I feel so fabulous when I am using my natural gifts – 
when I am creating, designing, problem solving, listening to 
others and finding patterns and possibilities. Some may feel 
that I should try to be a more well-rounded person and try 
to develop those skills that I am not as good at. But, why? 
How does my trying to hit a home run make the world, or 
my life, better? (Except for the comic relief that might result 
by watching me try.)

I highly recommend that you stay true to your natural 
gifts in your business responsibilities as well. My friend, Todd 
Smart, owner of BeTuitive, advised making the following 
lists before you hire someone: 

1. All the things you suck at 
2. All the things that you are neither here nor there at
3. All the things that you are good at
4. All the things you are exceptional at

The first person you hire is the one who does all the 
things you suck at, the next hire would do all the things you 
are indifferent to, then the things you are good at. You are 
left with always doing the things you are exceptional at. Can 
you imagine how happy and productive you would be?

Don’t feel bad about handing off the work that you don’t 
like. Your list of tasks that you enjoy is completely different 
than other people’s lists. The person you hired to do the 
things that you suck at, those are the things they are excep-
tional at (hopefully anyway) and they are happy doing those 
tasks.

There is no way one person is capable of developing and 
maintaining every talent. Thus, we have evolved as an inter-
dependent species. You may know a lot about a lot of stuff, 
but there is no way you can do everything on your own. 
Follow	YOUR	talents	and	desires,	not	anyone	else’s.	They	
are	 uniquely	 yours	 –	 so	 to	 recap	 Karen	 Raymore’s	 phrase	
once again, “be who you is!”

“For the meaning of life differs from man to man, from day 
to day and from hour to hour. What matters, therefore, is not 
the meaning of life in general but rather specific meaning of a 

person’s life at a given moment.” 
– Viktor E Frankl, Man’s Search for Meaning

Keeping	this	in	mind,	your	desire	may	change	from:
I desire to get a steady job that pays well.
to
I desire to work in a way that is abundantly fulfilling.
I desire to earn a living (perhaps you do the things you 

love at another time).
I desire to do work that is in keeping with my ethics and 

beliefs.

Takeaway: Be who you is!

SSN– Your Purpose in Life
http://bit.ly/SSN-LifePurpose

Desire Rule #3 – Don’t judge your desires
Identifying your desires can be difficult if you don’t want, or 

are afraid, to admit to yourself what they are. PLEASE do not 
judge yourself or your desires during this process, just look at your 
answers and stay open to what your true desires might be. 
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Judgment of your desires is really either:
1. Deeming your desires unworthy of you, or 
2. Deciding you are unworthy of your desires. 

NEITHER	 of	 those	 thoughts	 of	 unworthiness	 will	 get	 you	
anywhere. 

When	I	say	“unworthiness,”	I	mean	thoughts	like:
•	I	can’t	do	that.	I’m	not	smart	enough	or	strong	enough.
•	People	who	grew	up	where	I	did	don’t	do	that	sort	of	thing.
•	You	have	to	go	to	graduate	school	to	get	a	job	like	that.
•	I	don’t	deserve	this.

Every judgment of unworthiness stops you from pursuing the 
things	 that	 might	 make	 you	 happiest.	 When	 you	 find	 yourself	
judging your desires or thoughts you are essentially letting all of 
the air out of your tires before you set out on a trip. That’s not 
going to get you very far! 

My friend Charles and I were talking about what his ideal job 
would	be	if	he	could	do	anything.	With	a	contained	smile,	he	said,	
“I’d love to be a copywriter for a sitcom or late-night TV show.” As 
soon as he said it, I could see it – it made so much sense! He has a 
wicked sense of humor and a flare for comedic observation. 

So	my	question	was,	“Why	aren’t	you	pursuing	that?	It’s	perfect	
for you!” 

He put on his aw–shucks face, shook his head, and said, “Ahh... 
because that’s not a responsible path to pursue. Besides, you have 
to be in your young twenties to pursue that. You have to start as an 
intern and work your way in. It’s the only way.”

I	 was	 tempted	 to	 throw	 my	 beer	 in	 his	 face	 and	 say,	 “What	
the hell are you thinking!” I didn’t, but I wanted to. He had just 
squashed his dreams with two big judgments of unworthiness. 

1. He judged his desire as “not responsible.” 
	 	(The	desire	was	not	worthy	of	him.	NOT	TRUE!)
2. He judged himself as too old.
	 	(He	was	not	worthy	of	the	desire.	Again,	NOT	TRUE!)

Let’s look at #1: “Not a responsible path.” Huh? How is 
pursuing your dreams not being responsible? More likely he 
figured he’d be living in a tight budget during his internship, 
and	that	would	be	difficult.	OR,	probably	more	likely,	he	figured	
women might not find a man on a budget as attractive as a guy 
with	a	“responsible”	job	that	pays	well.	NEWS	FLASH:	Women	
love men who pursue anything with passion! And if the woman is 
just looking for a meal ticket, do you want to be with her anyway?

#2: “Too old.” Puleeze! He was only 31! If you want something 
badly enough, you are never too young or too old. 

True desires, like people, are not “good” or “bad” they just are. 
If you desire it, you are worthy of your desire and your desire is 
worthy of you.

“I don’t judge others. I say if you feel good with what  
you’re doing, let your freak flag fly.”

– Sarah Jessica Parker

Your inner “freak” is what makes you – you! LOVE it! Embrace it!

As you look for your desires, your want may change from:
I want to be a writer on a sitcom.
to
I desire to creatively express my humor.
I desire to earn an income through my gift of writing.
I desire to make people laugh.

As you look for your desires, your want may change from:
I want to be responsible.
to
I desire to be attractive to to the opposite sex.
I desire to be financially comfortable.
I desire to please my parents. (Delve deeper into this one if it’s 

 resonating with you. Pleasing others is like changing others.)
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Takeaway: If you desire it, you are worthy of your desire and 
your desire is worthy of you. Don’t let judgment stop you before 
you even get started.

 

SSN– Where did your desire come from?
http://bit.ly/SSN-ComeFrom

Should you really not judge your desires? 
What about bad things, like desiring to kill 

someone?
First	of	all	–	killing	is	not	a	true	desire.	I	know	this	is	an	extreme	

example, but bear with me here. If someone thinks his desire is to 
“kill someone,” his true desire may be:

•	To	no	longer	have	this	person	in	his	life,	or	
•	To	have	relationships	with	only	supportive	people	
 (I am guessing at this point that the person he wants to kill 

is not providing a supportive relationship.)

Killing	someone	is	ONE	WAY	to	weed	out	the	bad	apples	from	
your	 life,	 sure	–	but	there	are	other	options.	There	are	ALWAYS	
other options; ones that are not illegal or immoral. 

We	will	learn	to	explore	other	options	to	our	desires	in	a	later	
chapter.	Either	way,	 violence	 and	harming	 another	 is	NEVER	a	
good	 option	 to	 pursue.	 (DO	 NOT	 KILL	 ANYONE!	 Look	 for	
your deeper desire and pursue that instead.)

“The first one to throw a punch losses the argument, as they are 
proving that they had nothing more intelligent to say.”

– Eileen Gutknecht 
(My mom, to name one of her many credits.)

Takeaway: Behind any perceived desire to harm, there is a 
deeper desire waiting to be discovered; one with solutions that 
do not involve violence.

As you look for your desires, your want may change from,
I	want	to	kill	Person	X.
to
I	desire	to	no	longer	be	in	contact	with	Person	X.
I desire to be only in relationships that are mutually supportive 
and fulfilling.
I desire money (I’m thinking the whole “life insurance” scenario 
here. Again there are other options, besides killing, that would
be better to pursue.)

Desire Rule #4 – You must feel comfortable 
with your desire

While	you	are	searching	for	your	desires,	take	note	if	your	desire	
does not feel right and trust that feeling. Examine it a little more. 
If you go after a desire you are not emotionally comfortable with, 
you will either never achieve it, or you may obtain it only to lose it. 

For	instance,	getting	rich	is	often	something	people	think	they	
want, but at heart, may not be emotionally ready to handle. Many 
of us have gotten the message growing up that “money is the root 
of all evil” and “rich people are greedy.” If you have such negative 
thoughts about money, then gaining financial wealth will continue 
to be a struggle. [See more about money in the Part 2, Chapter 2 - 
“You don’t really desire money”]

You may also want to add to your desires the desire to feel 
comfortable with your desire. So, if your desire is to be wealthy 
you may first have to “desire to feel comfortable with the idea of 
being wealthy” in order to make your desire a reality or to hold on 
to wealth when you get it. (A book that might help you get more 
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comfortable in your desire for wealth is Secrets of the Millionaire 
Mind by T. Harv Eker.)

Desiring to first feel comfortable with your desire can be an 
important first step. You can then make sure you’re ready for what 
you think you want. If you want to lose weight, and your true 
desire is to feel attractive, ask yourself if you are emotionally ready 
for that.

Ask yourself, “what ideas go along with my desire to feel attrac-
tive?” Perhaps:

•	 If	 you	 felt	 attractive	 you	 would	 receive	 more	 attention?	
How will that feel? Are you able to handle that attention, 
or does it scare you?

•	You	might	have	more	confidence.	But	ask	yourself,	if	you	
had more confidence, what do you feel you would you be 
capable of doing then that you aren’t doing now? Are you 
ready for that? Or is that thing you are envisioning maybe 
your true desire after all? (I’m guessing it is.) 

It may be necessary to desire feeling comfortable with the idea 
of feeling attractive before you can really begin to pursue feeling 
attractive.

You must truly be in synch with or excited by your desires, 
or success will elude you. If you are not emotionally ready to feel 
“attractive,” break your desire down to something that feels more 
comfortable. Make it something that you can easily imagine. Like, 
“I	desire	to	find	a	hairstyle	that	I	love.”	Work	with	that	until	you	
feel comfortable with the whole experience of feeling attractive.

One clue that you might need to break down your desire into 
manageable bites is if you cannot imagine what it would be like if 
you achieved it. Granted, reality will be different from what you 
imagine, but if you can’t picture yourself happily feeling attractive, 
you will need to either break it down to a more manageable desire 
or desire to feel comfortable with your desire.

“Man’s Desires are limited by his Perceptions;  
none can desire what he has not perceived.”

- William Blake

Keeping	this	in	mind,	your	desire	may	change	from:
I desire to lose 25 pounds.
to
I desire to feel confident and attractive.
I desire to love my body.
I desire to find a life partner.
I desire to compete in a marathon.

Takeaway: Make sure you are comfortable with your desire 
before you pursue it.

SSN– Unanswered Prayers
http://bit.ly/SSN-Unanswered

Side Note: You are already beautiful
Please know that you are beautiful, attractive and lovable 

just the way you are. I promise you this is true. Beauty is 
presented in so many different ways. The key to letting other’s 
see your attractiveness is to find your unique beauty and focus 
on that, not where you feel you are lacking.

Finding	and	knowing	your	unique	beauty	allows	the	rest	
of	 us	 to	 see	 it	 too.	 Whether	 that	 be	 your	 eyes,	 your	 sense	
of humor, your kindness, your laugh, your intelligence, your 
voice, or whatever makes you uniquely and wonderfully you, 
that is your beauty. You will often find that when you focus 
on your unique beauty, your confidence increases and you 
naturally become more attractive to others. But you need to 
let your beauty out in order for the rest of us to see and feel 
it. If your beauty is your voice, sing! If it’s your intelligence, 
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tackle tough problems! If it’s your sense of humor, crack the 
joke! If it’s your eyes, flash them at people! 

And remember, what makes you beautiful may change 
with time, but you always have something that makes you 
beautiful, attractive and lovable. The color of our eyes may 
dull, but the kind words that you say may get kinder and 
more thoughtful with age. 

Let	YOUR	unique	beauty	shine!
Find	 beauty	 everywhere.	 When	 you	 see	 it	 everywhere,	

people will see it in you. (Though my wish to the world is 
that 1980s big hair never be considered attractive again!)

“Since the beginning of time never has there been another with 
my mind, my heart, my eyes, my ears, my hands, my hair, my 
mouth. None that came before, none that live today, and none 
that come tomorrow can walk and talk and move and think 
exactly like me. All men are my brothers yet I am different 

from each. I am a unique creature.”
- Og Mandino, “The Greatest Salesman in the World”

Takeaway: You are unique. You are beautiful. There is 
beauty in everyone and everything.

(For	more	on	this	topic	read	Part	2,	Chapter	1	–	“You	are	

worthy of your desires”)

of connotations. Marriage is a huge concept that means so many 
different	things.	We	all	saw	different	marriages	as	we	grew	up,	so	
we each formed different expectations about what a marriage is 
supposed to look and feel like. 

The idea of getting married scared the crap out of me for a long 
time. Too many of the examples I saw did NOT look that desir-
able. Some parts did, but other parts did not seem worth pursuing.

Perhaps, like me, some of the examples of married life you have 
seen included parts you liked, and parts you did not. Maybe you 
loved seeing the companionship, but you also saw a lot of marriages 
where the woman ended up abandoning her dreams to aid her 
husband’s dreams and raise a family. Or, you saw nagging bossy 
wives who criticized everything their husbands said or did and 
basically crushed his will to do anything that might upset her. You 
may	not	 like	 either	of	 those	 examples	of	marriage.	Who	would?	
Just because that is what you have seen, that does not mean that 
your marriage needs to be like that.

Keep	the	parts	that	you	like	and	dump	the	parts	you	don’t	want!	
YOUR	relationship	can	be,	function,	and	look	like	whatever	you	
choose (and your significant other is in agreement with). It doesn’t 
matter what anyone else’s relationship is like. Clarify what you 
desire, such as “companionship with a loving partner who supports 
you in the pursuit of your dreams as you support your partner’s.” 
Break the mold and be unique! No matter how much your mother’s 
sister looks down at you for “not living according to the rules,” I 
guarantee	if	you	are	living	your	life	YOUR	way,	you	will	be	happier	
for it.

“You must have control of the authorship of your own destiny. The 
pen that writes your life story must be held in your own hand.”

– Irene C. Kassorla 

Keeping	this	in	mind,	your	desire	may	change	from:
I desire to get married.
to
I desire to create a wonderful life partnership with someone.
I desire to be in a relationship that is mutually supportive.

Desire Rule #5 – Desires don’t have to include 
EVERYTHING – find the parts and pieces of 

what you DO desire
Sometimes the all-ness of a desire can encompass too much. Or 

sometimes the things you think you want are tied up with things 
you don’t want. Sometimes it is best to look at the parts of the want, 
so you can create desires to fit your unique self.

For	instance,	the	idea	of	being	married	brings	with	it	all	kinds	
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I desire to have a healthy sex life that is fulfilling to both me 
and my partner.

Takeaway: Make your desires unique to you. Use others’ exam-
ples as your testing ground. Take what you like from each of 
them. Leave what you don’t like.

Desire Rule #6 – It’s okay if you don’t know 
what you desire

What	if	you	don’t	know	what	you	want	or	desire?	This	has	been	
one of my biggest dilemmas in my search to figure out what I want 
to “be when I grow up” and what I want out of life. I’ve always kind 
of felt like I didn’t know what I wanted. So I just followed wherever 
my interests led. As I followed, watched, learned and listened, I 
developed more and more ideas about what I did desire. I desired 
to know what I desired, and bit-by-bit, pieces came to me. 

If you’re not always sure what you want or desire, I encourage 
you	to	explore,	read,	take	a	class	–do	SOMETHING!	Follow	your	
natural interests and you’ll discover your desires along the way. 

Following	your	natural	 curiosities	 can	be	great	desires	 in	and	
of themselves. Some would argue that they are the only necessary 
desires.	Following	your	natural	curiosities	can	lead	you	in	amazing	
unknown directions as long as you stay open to the possibilities. 
After all, did Bill Gates set out to be one of the richest men in the 
world, or did he set out wanting to learn more about computers? 
Look where his interest led him!

Pay	attention	 to	 the	 things	you	DON’T	 like	 too.	When	you	
know what you don’t like, you can use that as a tool to find what 
you DO like. Identify what you don’t like about a situation, then 
envision the opposite. Is that more appealing to you?

For	instance,	if	you	don’t	like	your	current	job	but	you’re	not	
sure	what	kind	of	occupation	you	want,	ask	yourself,	“What	do	I	
like, or not like, about this job?” before deciding what you do desire 
in	a	new	one.	For	instance	if	you	are	in	accounting	and	don’t	enjoy	

sitting	at	a	desk	all	day	staring	at	numbers,	ask	yourself,	“What	is	it	
about this job that I don’t like?”

Maybe	it’s	the	sitting	all	day.	What	about	desiring	a	line	of	work	
that allows you to move your body more? Like waitressing? Or 
doing guided tours of national parks? Or teaching yoga classes? Or 
being a landscaper? Or a dog walker? 

Maybe it’s not the sitting that you mind, but all the numbers 
and	formulas.	What	about	becoming	a	psychologist?	Or	a	designer?	
Or a customer service agent? Or an airplane pilot?

The possibilities are endless. It is by looking at the opposite of 
what you don’t like that can focus your attention on a whole new 
world	 of	 possibilities.	 Following	 your	 passions	 and	 interests	 and	
using your dislikes will help you to hone in on what you really 
desire.

“Follow your bliss and the universe will open doors  
for you where there were only walls”

– Joseph Campbell

If you don’t know what you want, try exploring these desires:
To know what I desire
To	explore	my	love	of	______
To see and experience as many different careers as it takes
to find one that calls to me.
To notice when I am having fun and really enjoying myself.

Takeaway: It’s okay to desire to know what your desires are and 
explore that.

Okay, so now let’s get even closer to our desires... 
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Unscribbling Exercise 3 –
What’s	your	motivation?	What	do	you	really	want?
Lets look at those five goals you came up with earlier, and get 

to	the	heart	of	them.	What	are	you	REALLY	trying	to	accomplish	
by obtaining these wants? To steal a line from our acting friends, 
“What’s	your	motivation?”	In	analyzing	your	goal/want,	focus	on	
what you really desire for your life.

Within	each	of	your	five	goals,	 look	for	your	 true	desires.	To	
help you find what you really desire, ask your self:

•	Why	do	I	want	this?
•	What	feeling	or	experience	would	I	gain	from	this?
•	Is	it	really	me	that	wants	this,	or	someone	else?
•	What	will	my	life	look	and	feel	like	once	I	have	this?
•	How	will	my	life	change	once	I	have	this?
•	What	will	I	be	able	to	do/have/be	if	I	accomplish	this?
•	What	new	goal	would	I	set	if	I	met	this?
•	Why	is	this	important	to	me?
•	If	I	did	this,	what	will	I	be	able	to	do	that	I	cannot	do	now?
•	 If	 I	 could	not	 accomplish	 this,	 is	 there	 something	 else	 I	

would want?

Let’s	 look	 at	 our	 examples	 to	 get	 started.	For	now,	 let’s	 leave	
your “buts” out of it. Instead, let’s take your want and add, “I want 
this because I desire...” and fill in the blank.

Don’t	 censor	 yourself	 here.	 Write	 down	 anything	 and	 every-
thing	that	comes	to	mind.	We	will	work	on	clarifying	your	desires	
next.	For	now	we	just	want	to	get	your	thoughts	flowing.	

P.S. It may be helpful to get a friend to help you through this 
section, or submit your wants to us and we can offer some possibil-
ities at www.unscribbling.com.

Lets take a look at our sample wants and identify the desire 
behind our wants.
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1. I want to own my own home.
Ask:	Why	do	you	want	to	own	your	own	home?

 

 

2. I want to be in a romantic relationship.
Ask:	Why	do	you	want	to	be	in	a	romantic	relationship?	
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 3. I want a job that pays well.
Ask:	Why	do	you	want	a	job	that	pays	well?	
 

 

4. I want to lose weight.
Ask:	Why	do	you	want	to	lose	weight?
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5. I want a baby.
Ask:	Why	do	you	want	a	baby?
 

 

6. I want to be a billionaire.
Ask:	Why	do	you	want	to	be	a	billionaire?
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Your Turn... 
Questions to ask yourself to get to the heart of your desires:

•	Why	do	I	want	this?
•	What	feeling	or	experience	would	I	gain	from	this?
•	Is	it	really	me	that	wants	this,	or	someone	else?
•	What	will	my	life	look	and	feel	like	once	I	have	this?
•	How	will	my	life	change	once	I	have	this?
•	What	will	I	be	able	to	do/have/be	if	I	accomplish	this?
•	What	new	goal	would	I	set	if	I	met	this?
•	Why	is	this	important	to	me?
•	If	I	did	this,	what	will	I	be	able	to	do	that	I	cannot	do	now?
•	 If	 I	 could	not	 accomplish	 this,	 is	 there	 something	 else	 I	

would want?

EXTRAS
Download a copy of this worksheet at: 
http://www.unscribbling.com/extras

Now let’s look at your “but”  
and get you “butless”

In Exercise 1, you listed your wants followed by your buts as to 
why you are having a hard time achieving your want. Our exam-
ples included:

1. I want to own my own home, 
but I don’t have enough money.
2. I want to be in a relationship, 
but I don’t have time to date.
3. I want a job that pays well, 
but I would have to go back to school to get one.
4. I want to lose weight, 
but I don’t have time to work out.
5. I want a baby, 
but I can’t seem to get pregnant.
6. I want to be a billionaire, 
but	I	only	make	$35,000	a	year.

Hidden	in	your	but	is	another	desire.	Flip	the	negative	part	of	
the	statement	into	a	positive	to	find	the	hidden	desire.	For	example:

1. but I don’t have enough money.
 I desire more money.
2. but I don’t have time to date.
 I desire more free time away from responsibilities.
3. but I would have to go back to school to get [a better job].
 I desire to be qualified for a better job.
4. but I don’t have time to work out.
 I desire to have a work out I can fit in my schedule.
5. but I can’t seem to get pregnant.
 I desire to get pregnant.
6.	but	I	only	make	$35,000	a	year.
 I desire more money.

Add your new desires to the answers you came up with in  
Exercise 3.
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SSN– He would not give up his “buts”
http://bit.ly/SSN-Buts

 
You’re not done yet. I warned you this was the tough step…

Sometimes you have to dig a little 
deeper into your desires to get to the 

true core desires.
It’s important to dig deep enough so you are solving the correct 

problem, and that you are pursuing your true desire. Sometimes the 
initial desires that you come up with are like your original “want” 
and they don’t quite go deep enough into the heart of your desire. 
Sometimes they do. It’s knowing when you’ve gone far enough that 
can be tricky. 

There are three general rules of thumb for how to know if you 
have dug deep enough into your desires. They are:

1. Is it a feeling or an experience you would like to have?
2. Can you write your desire in the form of a question?
3. Does it feel right to you? 

When	you	can	say	yes	to	all	three,	you’re	ready	to	move	on	to	
the next step. Let’s look at each of these in turn.

Is it a feeling or an experience you’d  
like to have?

Your desires generally come down to feelings or experiences you 
want to have, because life is basically feeling and experiencing. Ask 
yourself	with	each	desire	you	came	up	with,	“What	do	I	want	to	

feel or experience with this?”
As with our original want of “a job that pays well,” one of the 

possible desires we came up with was “to impress my girlfriend, 
parents, classmates, etc.” But what is the feeling or experience 
behind that possible desire? Could it be, “To be proud of myself 
and feel confident in who I am?” That is a feeling, and probably 
much closer to the heart of the desires.

Keep	digging	into	your	desires	until	you	get	to	an	experience	or	
feeling. That is the true heart of your desire(s). 

It all goes back to what feeling or experience you want, or, in the 
case of business, that you want to provide someone else when they 
interact with you. If the desires you came up with are not feelings 
or experiences, dig a little deeper. 

“A true desire is not to have but to be. We are all creatures in  
potential, and the true purpose of desire is to unfold that  

wholeness, to become what we can be.” 
– Eric Butterworth, Spiritual Economics

Takeaway: Look for the feeling or experience you are looking 
for in each desire.

SSN– A True Desire is Not to HAVE but to BE
http://bit.ly/SSN-ToBe

Side Note: Businesses provide  
feelings and experiences

If you are identifying your business’ desires, explore the 
feelings and experiences you want to provide your clients 
and	customers.	Work	of	any	kind	is	a	venue	where	you	get	to	
use	your	talents	to	help	make	OTHER	people’s	dreams	and	
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desires come true. (Hopefully yours too, in the process.) You 
are not working to change anyone, rather to provide a feeling 
or experience that they are looking for with your services or 
products. So you may want to ask yourself, what feelings or 
experiences does my business desire to provide through my 
products or services?

Just like we have options to fulfill our dreams, our clients 
have options as to whose services they choose. Your clients 
and customers are working with your business or your 
product based on the experience, as well as the service, you 
are providing them. They could go elsewhere, but there is 
something about the experience you provide that makes them 
want	to	work	with	you.	For	instance,	depending	on	the	expe-
rience	you	are	looking	for,	you	can	decide	to	stay	at	the	Four	
Seasons or Motel 6. Both provide a place to sleep, but they 
create very different experiences. So what feeling or experi-
ence are your clients getting or expecting from your business?

If you are an employee, you too are helping to fulfill 
the desires of others; the desires of the company you work 
for, as well as the desires of your company’s clients and 
customers. Ask yourself, what experience are you providing 
your	employers?	Remember	they	get	to	choose	who	works	for	
them. Your personal brand of service is as important as your 
company’s brand of service if you want to keep your job or 
get	promoted.	Remember	to	be	thinking	about	your	personal	
brand as you perform your duties, for you are providing a 
service with an experience too.

“The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in  
the service of others.”

- Gandhi

Takeaway: Businesses and employees are helping make 
other’s dreams come true. Clients will choose to work 
with you (or not) based on the experience you provide 
them – not merely based on the service or product you 
provide.

Can you write your desire in the  
form of a question?

If you can’t fit your desire into a question, you may need to dig 
a bit deeper. In the case of the art center, the question became, 
“How can we display art?” That works. That is something you can 
explore.

One of the possible desires we came up with for wanting to own 
your own home was, “because everyone else is doing it and I feel I 
should too.” In this case, you still really don’t know what to solve 
for. How do you solve for “because everyone else is doing it?” 

Try putting your desire in the form of a question. Such as:
How	can	I	(or	we)	_________________________?
What	ways	are	there	to	_____________________?

If you can’t yet form a question, go back and ask yourself the 
questions from Exercise 3:

•	Why	do	I	want	this?
•	What	feeling	or	experience	would	I	gain	from	this?
•	Is	it	really	me	that	wants	this,	or	someone	else?
•	What	will	my	life	look	and	feel	like	once	I	have	this?
•	How	will	my	life	change	once	I	have	this?
•	What	will	I	be	able	to	do/have/be	if	I	accomplish	this?
•	What	new	goal	would	I	set	if	I	met	this?
•	Why	is	this	important	to	me?
•	If	I	did	this,	what	will	I	be	able	to	do	that	I	cannot	do	now?
•	 If	 I	 could	not	 accomplish	 this,	 is	 there	 something	 else	 I	

would want?

So let’s look at possible desires behind “because everyone else is 
doing it.” If you keep digging you may find out that you want to 
“do what everyone else is doing” because:

•	I	will	feel	accepted	and	like	I	belong.	
•	I	want	to	feel	comfortable	with	my	peers.
•	I	want	to	feel	respected.
Try these answers in the form of a question:
•	How	can	I	feel	accepted	and	like	I	belong?
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•	How	can	I	feel	comfortable	with	my	peers?
•	How	can	I	feel	respected?

If you can turn it into a question, you are ready to go to the next 
step and start exploring! 

“One who asks a question is a fool for five minutes; one who does  
not ask a question remains a fool forever.”

–Chinese Proverb

Takeaway: Be sure you can put your desire into the form of a 
question before you move on. 

Does it feel right to you?
Your emotions will tell you if you’re ready to move on. Diving 

into your wants to identify the feelings and experiences you desire 
can be very revealing, and because of that, often very emotional. 
Emotions can help you pinpoint what is truly important to you. 
When	you	list	a	possible	desire	if	you	feel	either	a	lightening	of	the	
heart, a sudden urge to cry, a rush of guilt or a hesitation to write it 
down – pay attention!! Your emotions are trying to tell you which 
way to go. 

The bottom line is to trust your gut (or your heart). Ask your-
self, “Is this truly what I desire?” and then listen. If you are not a 
“gut” person, or you did not feel any particular emotion, contem-
plate your list and identify which desires from the list logically 
seem most true to you.

With	the	Art	Center	project,	we	really	did	desire	a	way	to	display	
art.	We	felt	we	had	dug	deep	enough	in	the	desire	to	move	on	to	
the next step of setting our intentions and brainstorming. But that 
was our “designer” guts talking.

If we were the investors, I might have dug a little deeper and 
asked,	“Why	do	we	want	a	way	to	display	art?”	Possible	answers	
include:

•	to	educate	the	public	on	Native	American	Art
•	to	create	an	income	generator	(sales)

Depending on the investor’s gut, they may pursue either, both, 
or some other desire. But it is up to the individual to know when 
to move on to the next step. 

As always, make the desire something that feels right and reso-
nate with YOU. 

“Think wrongly, if you please, but in all cases think for yourself.”
– Doris Lessing

Takeaway: Pursue the desires that resonate with you and feel 
right.

Side Note: Hierarchy of Needs
If we wanted to, we could take each of these new desires 

and go back even further. And if we really want to psychoan-
alyze, we could probably boil everything down to Maslow’s 
Hierarchy of needs. However, I have found that going to the 
point where you can put your desire in the form of a question, 
and find the feeling or experience and/or it feels right to you, 
that will be far enough. 

Maslow’s Hierarchy as shown on: http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Maslow’s_hierarchy_of_needs

Physiological Needs

Safety Needs

Love/Belonging Needs

Esteem Needs

Self-
Actualization

See
SSN

Morality
Creativity

Spontaneity
Problem Solving
Lack of Prejudice

Acceptance of Facts

Friendship, Family, Sexual Intimacy

Self-Esteem, Con�dence,
Achievement, Respect Of Others,

Respect By Others

Security of Body, of Employment, of Resources, of Morality,
of the Family, of Health, of Property

Breathing, Food, Water, Sex, Sleep, Homeostasis, Excretion
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SSN– The “Need” to Know God (SSN)
http://bit.ly/SSN-KnowGod

 

 Take each desire and make sure we  
have found the feeling or experience  

we truly desire.
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Exercise 4 - Now it’s your turn! Clarify your 
personal desires

Keep	digging	into	your	desires	until	you	can:
1. Identify a feeling or an experience you would like to have.
2. Turn the desire into a question.
3.	Feel	like	the	desire	fits	right	with	you.

EXTRAS
Download a copy of this worksheet at:  
http://www.unscribbling.com/extras
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